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Abstract. Algebraic and grammatical characterizations of several classes of two-way sequential 
transductions of languages in a full semiAFL are presented, The algebraic characterizations are in 
terms of “generalized” replications involving homomorphisms and finite substitutions The 
grammars are simple and are of the form found in parallel rewriting systems. 
1. Introduction 
The tlrst paper which formally defined the operation of homomorphic replication 
and studied properties of languages obtained by this operation is [4]. Let rz 3 1 and 
p be any function from { 1, . . . , n} into { 1, R). T’he homomorphic replication of type 
p of a family 3 of languages is the family 5!$ of languages of the form 
{J.$‘~(x) . . . 4 ;(“I (x)1x in L},’ where L is in .Z and h 1, . . . , 62, are homomorphisms. 
It is shown in [4] that if 5’ is a slip AFL, then the AFL generated by YO is a full slip 
AFL.2 It is also noted in [4] that it 2’ is the family of context-free languages (regular 
sets) then ZP, whert p(i)== 1 for all i, coincides with the family of simple matrix 
languages [7] jnght-linear simple matrix languages [7] = equal matrix languages 
[12]). Machi;] : characterizations of YP and the leg?t full AFL containing YP when 
.Z is the fakly of regular sets can be found in [4, 131; for the case when .Y is the 
family of context-free languages and p(i) = 1 for all i, &U dcterizations are given ir. 
[8]. Thesl: results have been generalized in [Is], where it is shown that if 3’ is a full 
semiAFL,,3 then UsP is the family of languages accepted by ?based full-su~cp 
* This research was supported by the National Science Foundatlou ur&r Grant No. i>C‘R?T- 1 ~OOO. 
’ h’(x)- h(x) and hR(x)= the reverse of h(x). 
2 An A&i5 [2] is a family of ianguagcs containing at least one nonempty lanpua~~ kind :l~,sctl und ‘: 
union, cr.clr,catenation, (Kleene) t , e-free homomorphism, in\wre homomorphiwl. .,n~ inter rcctioli 
with regular sets. A fulf AFL is an AFL closed under arbitrary homomorphism /Zj. 2. slry~ AFL. I\ iii1 
AFL containing only languages whc!se Parikh mappings are semilincar [4.0]. 
3 A I:~11 semiAFL [2, 3] is a family of languages containing at lea\t one nollL-mpt\ I:III~~I;I~~c* ilil~i~*l~~‘d 
under union, homomorphism, inverse homomorphism. and intcrscction wth reeular \ct\. 
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reversal-bounded nondeterministic checking automata or, equivalently, the family 
of transductions of languages in.Z ,?cfincd by two-way full-sweep reversal-boundetl 
nondeterministic sequential transducers [ ?,I i]. These are machines whose working 
tape (in the former cc) or input tape (in the latter case) is preset o a string of 3 
language in 9 and which satisfy the following conditions: (1) Reversals are only 
made at the ends of the tape, and (2) the number of reversals is oounded by a 
constant. The results of this paper were motivated by the follow! ig question: 
“What sort of languages characterize the two-way full-sweep (not necessari1.y 
reversal-bounded) nondeterministic sequential -transductions of languages in s’?“” 
It tuizns out that several restricted classes of this family have some nice algebraic 
and grammatical characterizations. Such characterizations are the main results sf 
this paper. 
Section 2 gives definitions of several kinds of full-sweep sequential transducers as 
operators on full semiAFL’s, while Section 3 establit,hes their relationships to 
full-sweep checking automata. Section 4 presents ome algebraic haracterizations 
in terms of “generalized” replications involving homo&rphisms and finite substitu- 
tions. sections 5 and 6 contain grammatical characterizations. The grammars 
obtained are simple and are of the form found in parallel rewriting systems. 
’ 2. FuM-sweep sequential trans4bxxs 
Two-way sequential transducers and some of their language theoretic properties 
can be found in several places in the literature (see, e.g., [ 1,111). Here we are 
interested in some restricted types and in this ‘section we give informal descriptions 
of the kinds that are dealt with in the paper. 
A full-sweep nondeterministic sequential transducer (NT) is a two-way finite 
automaton with an output structure (1,1 l]. In addition, the automaton can 093~ 
make reversals at the ends of the input tape. Thus, a NT can be specified by an 
8-tuple n?r = (M, C, A, 8, 40, Q, $, F), where K, C, A and F are finite nonempty sets 
of states, input alphabet, output alphabet and accepting states, respectively. q in K 
is the start state, 4 and $ are left and right end markers for the input tape, and S is a 
mapping from K x (2 u (4, $}) into the finite subsets of K x (-1, 0, +l} x A *’ satis- 
fying: (1) If S(q, a) contains (p. d, y) and a = 4 or $, then y = E. Moreover, d 2 0 if 
a: = 4~ (Thus, when the inplut head is on an end marker the device can only output E. 
It is also prevented from falling off the left end of the tape.) (2) S is such that 1M can 
only reverse its input head at the end markers. The action of the device which is 
dictated by 8 is obvious. Details can be found in [l, 111. 
For x in Z’*, we write M&x $) = {y IM when started in state q. with its input head 
ofr the left end of 4x$ el:eatually falls ofl the right end of the tape in an accepting 
* A* deurotzc *he set of all finite sequences (strings) of symbols in A including the null string denoted 
by E. A+ = A* -{E). 2: L E= A*, L” = ulpl E’. * 
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state after having produced output sequence y). For L c_ LX*, we write M(L) = 
[ JxinL M($x$). A4 is output nondeterministic (OT) if for each 4 in K and a in z’, if 
E (9, a) contains (p, d, x) and (p’, d’, x’) then p = p’ and d = d’. iV is almost deter- 
ministic (AT) if IS(q, a jl s 1’ for each 4 in K and a in C. (Note that in both cases, 
there is .10 restriction on 6(q, a) for a = 4 or $.) M is deterministic (DTj if 
S(q, a)! s 1 for each 4 in K and a in C u (4, $} M is fini+reuersal (R-NT) !f there 
,s an integer k such that M makes no more than k reversals on the input tape in any 
computation. Although1 the restrictions on OT and AT may seem urmatural, we 
shall see that their characterizations in terms of algebraic operati,ans and gr: flm;qrs 
are quite nice and naturai. If 2 is a family of languages, let NT(Y) = (M(L)/ M PC a 
NT and L is in 2’). tiT(L4CIJj AT(Z), R-NT(Y), etc. are deErlea similarly. In 
succeeding sections we shall give alternare characterizations of these families 3y 
automata, by replication operations, and by grammars. 
3. Full-sweep checking automata 
Fuil-sweep seqflential transducers are intimately related to L-based full-sweep 
checking automata studied in [6]. Let r be a finite alphabet and L E I-.‘. A L-hnsed 
full-sweep nondeterministic checking automaton (L.-based NA) is a one-way check- 
ing automaton [_‘;I whose working tape is preset to a member of L:Moreover, 
reversals on the working tape can orzly be made at the ends. A L-based NA can be 
specified by a 9-tuple M = (K, 2, r, S, qO? 4, $, F, t), where K, C, r and F are finite 
nonempty sets of states, input alphabet, lvorking tape symbols and accepting states, 
respectively. q. in K is the start state, 4 and $ are end markers for the working taptt, 
L E r*, and 8 is a mapping from K x (C ti {E})x (ru (4. S}) into the subsets of 
K X {- 1, 0, + 1) satisfying: 
(1) If S(y, a, $) f:on:ains (p, d), then d 2 0. 
(2) S is such ;hat M can only reverse its working tape he; d at the end markers. 
Again, the atGl;lic moves of the device are dictated by 8. A string x in J* is accepted 
by M if thert is a string y in L such that M when started on t ne left end of x in state 
q. with its INorking tape head on the left end of &y$ eventually enters an accepting 
state with the input head and working tape head falling off the right end of their 
respective iapes. Let T(M) = { x (x in C*, M accepts x}. M is deternzirli.~tic (L-hnscd 
DA) if for each q in K and 2 in I’U (4, $} either !S(q, F, Z)( s 1 imd 6 (y. L(. Z) =- ~1 for 
every a in i or 6(q, E, Z)= v) and (6(q, CJ, Z)i s 1 for ever-q u in L. AI i4 fkit<P-rtJL’~Jr.i(zl 
(R-NA) if there is an integer k such that M makes at most k re\,er-sais OII the wrh?:: . 
tape in any computation. 
If 2 is a family of language+ c let NA (Y)= { T(jW)IM is a L-‘based :ikI, L. in J’ i. 
DA (9), IX-NA (9), R-DA (9) are similarly defined. 
’ For any set S, IS! denotes its cardinulity 
#y-g ,-; I, 1, -4 ;;y ‘. / : y -0.H. Ibana 
(‘__I I 
_ 1 )11 ^ 
-3 I 
. Wec&&,ule this section with a theorem which states that similarly restricted 
types of transducers and checking automata re computationally equivalent. Thus, 
results: concerning transducers can be translated into results about checking 
autorn#a, @I conversely. In the paper most of the results will be stated in terms of 
transducers. 
Theorem 3.1. For euery fill senzdA3;L 9, 
(1) NT(9)=NA(9), 
(2) R-NT (9’) = R-NA (9) = R-DA (9). 
3 c 
hwfi That NT I@‘)= NA (ZE’) and R-NT (Z’)= R-NA (2) are obvious. The 
equivalence of R-NA (9) and R-DA (9) was shown in [6]. (In Section 4 we shall 
see that R-NT (9) = R-DT (9’) = DT (ZZ?).) 
6 
In this section, we present algebraic haracterizations of the families R-NT (5?)I 
DT (9), AT (A?), and OT (Y). The characterizations are in terms of “generalized” 
renlications involving homomc rphisms and finite substitutions. 
First we recall the following definition of homomorphic replication as given in 
]4]* 
Definieorr_ &; ti Z= 1 and p be any function from (1, . . . , n} into (1, R}. A 
homomorphic replication of type 9 of a language L is a language of the form 
L,, = (hp(x) l l l hf”‘(x)lx in Llf where hl, . . . , h, are homomorphisms. The 
homomorphic replication of a family 9 of languages i the family ZP = {L, 1 L in 9). 
Cleariy, 
(hp’(.x) ’ l l hi’“‘(X)lx in L}=(h~(P’)* 9 l ~~(_x~‘“‘)Ix in L},6 
where hi,. . . , k; are homomorphisms defined by: hi = hi if p(i) = 1 and hi (a) = 
h f (a ) for each symbol a if p(i) = R. In this paper, we shall use the second 
formulation, Le., where the reversal is made on the string x and not on the 
homomorphic image of x. 
In order to characterize the transductions defined by two-way full sweep sequen- 
tial transducers, we need to generalize the notion of homomorphic replications in 
the following ways: 
(1) We shall allow finite but unbounded homomorphic replications of strings. 
The number of homomorphisms is finite but we now use strings (of indices) 
from a regular set to determine which homomorphisms toapply. 
g XI =x and xR = the reverse of x. 
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Another regular set over the aAphabet Il, R} is given whose strings specifj~ 
which replications to reverse. 
Finite substitutions are used in place of homomorphisms. 
The generalization can be formalized as follcws: Let C, d, and I’ be finite 
alphabets. For each Z in r, let hz be a finite substitution on 2”’ into A*,’ and let 
H =(hz 12 in r). Let L1 or* and L3 E (1, R}* be regular sets. For L2 Q*, let 
L =H&,L2,L+{y( forsomen=4,21 * l l Zn k&,x- in&, il l - - i, in k3, y is 
ir, h&z) l l l hz,(&)]. L is called a generalized substitution replication of L2 
!written GSR (L2)). If L1 is finite, L 1s called a substitution replication of L2 (written 
;SR (Lz)). If hz is a homomorphism for each 2 in r (i.e., Ihz(lz)j = 1 for each a in 
X), L = H(LI, L2, L3) is called a generalized homomorphic replication of Lz (written 
GHR (Lz)). Moreover, if L1 is finite, then L can be written ~$5 a homomorphic 
replication as defined above (see Proposition 4.3 below). Hence, we shall simply 
call L a homomorphic replication of L2 (written HR (kz)). 
Notation. For a farmiy uf languages 2, GSR (2) = {GSR (L)IL in 9). GHR (Y). 
SR (2’), and HR (2) are defined similarly. 
The new: proposirion will simplify the proofs of later results. It says the strings 
specifying which replications to reverse need only be of the form (1 R )“, rz 2 1. 
Ropositicn 4.1. Let 3 be a full semi AFL. Then every L in GSR (X) can bu w&en 
as 
L=H’(Li,L;, L;), where L; ={lR}*={(lR)” !n 3 1). 
Proof. Let L 5e in GSR (9). Then L = H&, Lz, L3) for some regular sets L, C_ r* 
and L3 G (I, R)*, Lz in 2? and a set of finite substitutions I$ = {hz \ 2 in r). Let # 
be a new symbol not in K For each 2 in (f u { # )), let (2, 1) and (2% R ) be distinct 
symbols. Let 
L’1 = ‘.(Z, U(z2, R) . l l (Z2n_1, l)(&, R)In 2 1, Z, in L-J{ #}, 
61&L 1) l l - (&, R)) is in L1 ar:a g&Z,, I) - - - (Z,,, I?)) is in L3). 
where gl :tnd g2 are homomorphisms defined by: gl((Z, i)) = Z and gz((Z, i )) = i for 
each 2 in r, gl(( # , i)) = gz(( #, i)) = E. Clearly, L; is a regular set. Now define new 
finite substitutions as f0110ws: JJfz,i] = hz for 2 in T’ and i in {1. K}, h,,.l,in)= 
hc*,R,(aj=+}. Let H’={!+&!? in/7u(#}. i= 1,Rj and Li=l’.,. Ther, 
E?‘(L’I, L;, L;)= H(L,, Lz, I.,), L; = (lR}+. ‘3 
’ For each a in 2, let X, s A* be a (possibly u:mpty) set of strings. Then the function 11 on S*. defkd 
by ~(E)={E}, h(a)=X, for each a in .E’, z.nd h(aI -. . a,,)= h(nl) -a - lz(a,) for each H -z 1 and 
a\,..., a, in 2, iIs called a subsfituriun. If h(a ) is finite for each a in 1, then h is call~:d ,t fit~l~r~ vl!hsf~frrf~or~. 
. *’ 
If H ie the jwoof of Proposition 4.1 contains only homomorphisms, then so will 
. , fT, ,F~rthermore, if Lr is finite, then Li can be constru.cted to be finite. Thus, 
Proposit”Ion.4.1 holds for GHR (.$?J, SR (9), and HR (2). Hence, from now on, we 
-will assuma;.tha$ L3 in H(L1, E zy 2.3) is equal to (142t)+ and wil1 omit writing I& 
explicitly: mus, H.(LI, Lz, (lRk+) will be written H&, Lz). 
The next two propositions are obvious. 
Prq~~sition 4.2. Let?Z be a full se&AFL. Then GSR (,Lp), GHR (9), SR (9) and 
HR (9) are c&ed under union. 
Propssitio~ 4,.3, Let 2 be a full se&AFL and C be in HR (9). Then 
L = {h&)h@) l l * h&@)Ix in L’) 
for some L’ in 3? and homowiorphisms hl, . . . , hz,. 
Gur first algebraic characterization concerns HR (55’) and SR (,,Y). 
Theorem 4A. HR (9) = SR (55’) = R-NT (2) = R-DT (55’) = DT (9) for every ful! 
semiAFL 2. 
kProof. [6] contains a proof that HR (9) = R-NA (9). Clearljr, SR (9) c R-nNA (%‘p, 
Hence, by Theorem 3.1 we have HR (2) = SR (9) = R-NT (Z’). 
IVow fet L be in HR (5?). Then by Proposition 4.3, L -{hl(x)h~(xRJJ 
l l l han-&)h&R)\x in L’}, where L’ is in 9 and hl, . . . , hzn are homomoa- 
phisms. It is obvious that a R-DT M can be constructed such that M(C)= L. 
Hence, HR (9)~ R-DT (9). To see that DT (9)~ HR (JZ), let M be a DT and L, 
be in 9. Then, since M is deterministic, it can make at mos? jK( ( = number of states 
of M) reversals on the input before it starts looping and will never leave the inpur 
tape. Therefore, M can be modified to be finite-reversal, and DT (9)~ 
HR(9). c3 
Rern~rk~ It follows from Theorem a.1 that HR (5’) = R-AT (9) = R-OT (9) but, 
unlike the class DT (J?), R-AT (9) f AT (2) and R-OT (9) # OT (JZ’). To see this, 
let REG = family of regular sets and consider the language L = ((0” 1)’ 1 n, k 2 1). 
The L is in AT(REG) (and hence also in OT(REG)). Htxvever, it can be shown (see 
[4,7, S]) that L is not in HR (9) = R-AT (55’) = R-,OT (A?). 
We shall show that OT (9) = GSR (3’) and AT (9) = GHR (5?>. Y begin with 
the f+!zwing lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. ES (2’)~ OT (9) for em-y full semiAFL 2’. 
roof. Let L be in c! SR (9). Then L = lf[L 1, L,) for some regular set L 1 ‘G r”, L2 
iq 3 and finite substitutions /Q, 2 in T’. Let idI be a finite automaton [iGl such that 
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a’= 1;1. We briefly describe an OT M such that M(&) = L. A4 with input tape 
$x$, x in L2, alternately makes lezt-to-right and right-to-left sweeps of the input 
tape. ficp~ ihe ith sweep, it nondeterministically chooses a -7. ‘:, ,” ai-1; tipp%s 2~ 
linite substitution hzj on x or xR rind generating an element of h&x) or hZi (x “), 
depending on whether i is odd or even. The finite-state control also carries out a 
simulation of Ml to check that the sequence of Zj’s chosen, i.e., Z1 - . l 2& is in 
T(M’l) = LI. It is clear that M(LI) = L. The only nondeterministic moves that MI 
has to rnake are: (1) choosing the Zj’s, (2) choosing an element from frz, (a), u in C, 
and (3) terminating the computation. Clearly, nondeterministic move: of type< [ ! > 
and (3) can be made at the end markers, while nondetermimstlc moves of type (2) 
are only output nondeterministic. It follows that M can be constructed to he an 
OT. 0 
Corollary 4.1. GHR (2) c AT (9) for every full semi AFL 2’. 
To simplify the proof of the converses of Lemmla 4S and Corollary 4.1 we need 
the followir,g definition and lemma. 
Definitian. Let M = (K, JZ, A, S, qo, 4 , S, F) be an OT (AT). M is in normal form if 
it has the following properties: 
(I) M is nonstopping, i.e., for all (4, a) in K X (C u (4. S}), if S(q, a) contains 
(p, d, w ) then d # 0. 
(2) For every pair of states (4, p) in K x K, if M when started on an end 
marker in state 4 makes a full sweep of the input and eventually enters the 
other end marker in state 8, then the sequence of states that M goes 
through is unique. 
Lemma 4.2. Let 9 be a full semiAFL. Let M = (K, C, A, 8, qo, 4, $, F) be an 01’ 
(AT) and L b: in 2. We can construct an OT (AT) i!? in normal form such that for 
some L’ in .9, fi(L’) = M(L). 
Proof. Ftrst, we modify M to an OT (AT) M which is nonstopping by padding the 
input with clummy symbols and forcing the machine to be nonstopping. This iviil 
change 1, to some new language P.’ which can be obtained frrom L by ir.verse 
homclmorphism and into -rc,cction with a regular set. Since 2? is a full semiAFL. I-’ 
will still 5e in 9 and M’(L’) = M(L). See [6]. 
Next. we construct from M’ a new OT (AT) G such thz: !‘I.?( I,‘) = M’(L’) and 
~ti is in norrnal form. Suppose M’ - (K’, C’, A, S’, &, Q, 5, F’j. Ccnstruct lQ -= 
& .X1, id: 8, q*o, 4, $, P>, where g = K’ x K’ x K’, p = K’ x K’ x F’, & = (qo, qo, q. I 
and 8 is defined JS follows: 
(1) Fwr each (q, a) in K’X 2, if 8’(q, a) contains (p, d, w ) then let ai^((r, s, I/), (1) 
contain ((r, s, p), d, w ) for all r, s in h .. 
-- > _ .$$q ..I ‘ ~;: * OH, Ibarra I. 
. I -@) ‘For .ea& (q9 a) in K’ x {$, $}, if 6’(q, a) contains (p, d, w) then let 
‘ ~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~tain ((4; p; &.d, w.) for all r, s in K’. 
: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 3$p!e~;-The third coordinate, keeps track of the state Changes 
of-$@$&@%&t ‘aiiid second eoordinatei, are only changed when M’ moves away 
f&j& &%iiid marker; When that happens, the first coordinate records the state M’ 
&a~~-.~ the&d marker while the second ,coordinate stores the next state chosen. 
@Itie’that: siiirce M’ is an OT (AT), the n&xt state chosen is the only nondeter- 
ministi in ‘the state Itransition:) It is clear that & is in normal’ form and & (L’) = 
M!(L’). u 
. 
For ease in exposition, let us first prove the converse of Corollary 4.1. The proof 
technique is an extension of the one used in p5] to show that R-NA (22’) s HR (.5?). 
Lema 4.3. AT (S?)C GHR (2’) for every full semi AFL 9. 
Proof. Let M = (K, 2, A, 6, qo, 4, $, Fj be an AT and L be in 2’. By Lemma 4.2 we 
may assume that M is in normal form. 
Consider the computation of M on some input 4x$, x in L. Then for some k > 1, 
M makes 2k - 1 full sweeps on 4x$. See Fig. 1. Ir_ the figure, q1 = qo, S(qzk, $j 
[cl X I$ J 
--V 
91 - .Vl - 
: 52 
- ).2 
%I 
93 
-y3- 
- -%a . 
.* 
. . 
4, l 
92k-I L 
\ 
ylk- I 
\ 
-- 
92c qlk+l 
Fig. 1. 
ccmains (q2k+ I, + 1, E ), 42 - k+1 in F, and the output on the ith sweep is yi. The output 
for the entire czomput&on is y = y1 l . 9 y2k.+ Sixe M is i-ii normal form, for each 
pair of states (qi, qi+l), P-S i 6 2k - I, the sequence of states that M goes through is 
unique. Moreover, since M is an AT, the output yi is also uniquz For a given 
input 4x $, the output y1 l . l y2k -1 (see Fig. I) can uniquely be determined from the 
following information: 
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(1) A subset QEKXK%{~,R} such that ([91,92, 11, [q3,9, RI ..* , 
,’ l . . , [@k-1, (/2k-2, R 1, [s 2k-1, q2k, I]) c Q. The Iast coordinate of each trip!e 
is 1 or R depending on whether the states ar,e involved in a left-to-right or 
right-t+left sweep, respectively. Although k can be any positive integer 
(since the number of reversals is not bounded), 1 Q 1 s ?(K 1’. 
(2) A string which encodes the computations of IM on input I&X$ for the swneps 
corresponding to the triples in Q. 
(3) A string which gives the sequence in which some triples in Q are to be used. 
For example, for the computation’ in Fig. 1, the string would be 
[sl, q2r I][q3, q2, A] l ’ ’ [92k+ C?2k-2, R&?2k-lr 9~7 l]. 
For each nonempty subset Q c K X K X { 1, R), we shall construct a language L-, 
in GHR (2’) such that M(L) is the union of aI1 such languages. Consider a >et 
Q = {[al, Pl, tll, ’ ’ 9 , [a,, &, tn]). For convenience, assume that Q is ordered so 
thafforsomer<n,tl= l .* =!,.-I snd~,= l _ =t,=R.Ift=O,letL~=fi,and 
we are done. So assume that 16 r s n. Then 
Let # bl, a new symbol and define a regular set L1 over the alphabet Q u { # } 
which consists of all strings having the property described in (3j\ above: 
Ll = USI, 42, m3, q2, R 1 * l l [92/c--I, q2k-2, p][9,,-,, 92/c, I]* (k s 1, 
[Sh h 4, Eq3, q2, RI, . . . , [q214,92k, l] in -2, 91 = 90, S(qzk, $) contains 
(t~~~+~, +l E) for some 92k+1 in FL 
Next, wz define; ci regular set over the alphabet consisting of s hat we shall call 
sigma symbols. A sigma symbol is an abstract symbol of the fern 
where r and n are as defined above, a is in C u (4, $}, 9, and pi are in K, w, is in J * 
with Oslw I-(max{lyl)6(q, ) a contains (p, d, y), 9 in K, a in .Z)K, and which satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(a) If a is in iZu(6), then for l~i~r, S(q,, a) contains (p,, +l, W, ). (RecaL that 
W’i =E if a =$.) 
(b) If a is in C u {$}, then for r + 1 6 i G n, S(pi, a) contains (91, - I, w,). (Recall 
thar wi = E if a = $.) 
Thus, a sigma symbol of the form (a, (9 l, Y’ [, pi), . . . . (q,. w. p,, )) wcodes thi;: 
action of JM when it is in state 9i, 1 s i s r(pi, r + 1 s i s rz) and is scanning a square 
containing input a in 2 u (4, $,!. 9i, 1 s i S r(p,, r + 1 s i s n ) corresponds to a left- 
to-right (right-to-left) sweep. 
8 Iw,I d emtes the length of string H+,. 
If @ = (IL, (ql, Wl, Pl), l 9 * 9 (4n, Wn, Pn)) is a sigma symbol, let g(c) = a, hi (0) = wi, 
Q&r)=qi, qnd.Pi(n)=pi. 0 is called initial if g(cr)=$, Qi(u)=ai and hi(u)=E for 
j, ki.6 Ii;-& P&3+) z kyi or r + 1 6 i s n. ,u is called finaf if g(rr) = $, p&r) = &-and 
h&)7 g for, I-S i:~ PC,,’ and Q(n) = & for 1 G i s r. We say that a pair of sigma 
symbols (a; a’) is consistent if they encode adjacent squares, i.e., Pi(a) = Qi(G’) for 
J S_iLS n. Let R = (71 l * l c&n 2 2, each oi 1s a sigma symbol, al is initial, u=, is 
final, gb2), * l 0 9 g(o;,+) are in _C: (q/v Uj+l) is consistent for 1 s j s m - 1). Clearly, 
3 is a regular iset.. 53 efine a homomorphism T over the sigma symbols as follows;: 
T(k) = g(u) if g(u) i:t in C and T(:v) = 8 if g(u) = 4 or $. Let Lz = T-l(L) A R. Then 
L2 is ‘fn 2 A st!ring in Lz encodes the computations of1M on some input Qx $, x in L, 
for the sweeps corresponding to the triples in Q as described in (2) above. 
Finally, let 
where II~~,,~~,~,~ and h, are homomorphisms defined by: h[ar,~r.rr~ (a) = hi(u) and 
h*(u)= e for each sigma symbol u. Let LQ = H(LI, Lz). Then LQ CM(L). 
Moreover, M(L) is the union of all sets of the form LQ. By Proposition 4.2, M(L) is 
in GHR (9). Cl 
Corollary 4.2. OT (9’)~ GSR (3’) @r every full semi AFL 9. 
hoof. The only change in the above proof is for the sigma symbols to be of the 
fOlE9 U = (0, (qi, kV1, PI), . . . , (qn, Wn, pm)}, where each Wi is now a set of sirings in 
A*. For example, for 14 i c r, if a is in C u (41, then Wi = {w 1 S(qi, a) contains 
(p, +l, IV)}, etc. The homomorphkms will now become substitutions. Cl 
From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 ancl Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2, we have the following 
result. 
Theorem 4.2. For a full semiAFL 9, OT(9) = GSR (3’) and AT (.Z)= 
GHR (9). 
We have not been able to find a simple and entirely algebraic chara’cterization of 
the class NT (9). We can, however, give a characterization which uses replications 
of generalized sequential machine (GSM) mappings instead of finite substitutions. 
A GSM is essentially a one-way nonstopping NT without end marklxs all whose 
states are accepting. Thus, a S;SM is a 5-tuple 1M = (K, C, A, 8, qo), where K, C, 61, 
and qo are as in a NT and S is a mapping from K XC into the finite subsets of 
K x A”. (Note that the set of accepting states, K, and the direction of moves, which 
is always +I, k-e assumed and no longer specified.) For x in X*, M(x) = {y [ibf, 
when started in state 40 on the left end of x, makes a left to right sweep producing 
output sequence y). 
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aneorem 4.3. Let 9 be a full semdAFL. L is in NT (A?) if and only if therv 
e rist a regular set L I c P, GSM’s A& for each 2 in r, and Lz in 2 such that 
Ll = (y &M some n 20, &.Zz 9 l n Zzn+l in L1, and w in Lz, y is in 
Mz,@$w-~(wR) l ’ l Mzzn+l(w)). 
hoof. Sufficiency is easly shown xizy the ideas in the proof of Lemma 4.1. To 
prove the converse, let Al = (K, C, A, S, q 0, q, $, F) be a NT and L be in 2. Assume 
that A4 is nonstopping. For each (ar, p) in K x K, let [a, p, l] and [a, p, R] be 
distinct symbols, and let r be the set of all such symbols. For 2 = [a, 6, l] in I-‘, 
define a GSM A& = (K, AX w (4, $1, A, S 2, cu), where & is defined as follows for each 
qinK: 
(1) If 6(q, a) contains (p, +l, w) and a is in C u{$), then let &(q, a) contain 
(P9 w)* 
(2) If S(q, $) contains (/3, -1, E) or (p, +l, E) (recall that IM leaves the input from 
the right end), then let &&, $) contain (p, E). 
Clearly, A42 {4x$) = {y /M, when started in state cy on the left end of cx $, makes a 
left to rigkt sweep prodrlcing output sequence y and moves off ‘$’ in state p}. 
Similarly, for each Z = [a, /3, R] in r, construct a GSM A& = (K, 2 ~(4, $}, A, 
&, p), where & is defined as follows for each 4 in K: 
(3) If S(q, a) contains (p, -1, w) and a is in C u(s), then let &(q, a) contain 
(P9 WI* 
(4) If m9 $1 contains (cu, +l, E), then let 6&q, 4) contain (cu, E). 
Now let 
LI = &II, q2,I ]h q2, R] . l l [42k-3, q2k-2, I][q,k-I, q2k-2, R][q2k- 17 q2k. l]lk 2 1, 
and 
cdl = 40, Wl2k, 39 contains iy, + 1, E ), p ill F) 
1.2 = {bn$lx in L}. 
Clearly, 1,r !s al regular set and L2 is in 9. Moreover, it is easy to verriy 
that M(L)=z(y]for some n’a0, Z1Z2 - - •ZZ~+~ in L1, and w in L,, y is in 
MZt(w)MZ,(wR> * l l Mz,,+,(~)l. l-2 
5. Grammatical clnaracterizations 
In this section, we give some grammatical characterizations of the different 
classes of WT (.Yj. The grammars are simple and are of the form found ;P, par4lel 
rewriting systems. 
Definition. A checking grammar (CG) is a 5-tuple G == (N, I, Ir, F, Si, ~vkx-e hr, I, 
and C are finite nonempty pairwisc disjoint sets of symbo!s called the wrzkwnirlai, 
the intermediate, and the terminal alphabets, respectively, not contai rling the 
cyI is in 2” pi or Ai is in 12 anld cyi is in 12X? In the first case, Ai -* ai is catlIed E 
tight-linear sub&z. -In the secxd case, it is called a left-linear s&+-de. 
Exiimple6-G;=-(h;; H,S; Ps-‘S); where N = {S), I = II u-I~, Ii = IA, B), I2 = {C], 2 =: 
(0, 1,2}, znd P consists of the fokwing rules: 
S-,A#S 
, 
S+B#C 
S+B#C)(S j 
{A-,~A’,A+~A,B+oB,c-*co) 
{A-+OA,A-*iA,B-+lB,C--,Cl} 
(A-,2, B+E, C-v). 
We now define a relation + between strings # and (b’ in (N u I u C u {( , ), # })* as 
follows: C$ + (B’ if # = Aary and 4’ = A/37 and one of the following holds: 
(1) CT = Y forsome Y in N, and Y + 0 is a rule of type 1. 
(2) Fat some k 2 1 and xi19 yfl, . . . , xi,, yik in .P, 
(Xij z E Or Yij = E depending on whether A, is in I2 or II), and there is a rule 
w=(A l-al, . . . , A,, + a,,) of type 2 such tha.t for each 1 G j s k, A, -+ aii is 2. 
subrule of 7~. 
(3) For some k 2 1 and Xi1 . . . , xi, in Z*, 
QI = (Xi, # ’ l l + xi,) and /3 = xi, l l l xi,. 
(Note t&t this sg& rernoveb the parentheses and the # ‘s.) 
’ U * 1’ and (I# )*I are ahbreviatims for the sets (A # 1 A in I)+ and (A # 1 A in Z}*Z, respectively. 
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The reflexive-transitive closure of --r’ is denoted by $. The language generated by 
G IS L(G) = {xl x in X*, (S) & x}. 
Remark, The symbol # can be deleted from the definition oi a checking grammar 
sime we can still keep trzck of the individual groups of irrtermediates used in the 
de,rivations, but the use i;f tt z?Me,r; it easier. 
Example. The grammar of the previous example generates 
L(G)=.[x12 l l 9 xk2xk+lxz+1 Ik 30, x1, . . . , xk+l in (0, I}*, 
1x1\= Ixzl= l ’ l = Ixk+l(}+. 
The next definition shows how derivations can be contrc4led by a given langv?ge. 
Definition. Let G = (N, 1, C,, P, S) be a CG. Let A = {II, . . . , Zk} be the set of labels 
of type 2 rules in P. A derivation (S) =$ x, x in C* is called :~mmicnl if (1) and (2) 
hold: 
(1) In the derivation of x from (S), all type 1 rules are applied first. Thus, 
(9 *_ (41)(42) ’ . l (&)$x, where n 2 1, & in (I #)“I. 
type 1 
(2) In the derivation (41). l - (&) =% x, the (bi)‘S are reduced to terminal strings 
from left to right, i.e., 
(#W ’ l a$L(42)’ l •(~“)~*-s+x~*~ l X&&XI - - ’ X” =x, 
where x1,, . . , xn av;e iNI C*. 
Clearly, each x in L(G) has a canonical derivation and in going from 
x1 ’ l l Xj_&#Bj) ’ l l (4”)++” x1 l l l X&i+,) l * l (&), the productions that are applied 
are only typf; 2 rules followed by a parentheses-removal step. Let Zi = li, - - - I,,, be 
the labels 0’: type 2 rules used (in this order) and $ denote the parentheses-removal 
step in the derivation 
* 
X1’ ” * Xi-l(+i) * ’ ’ (4,) *X1 ’ ’ l Xi-?Xi(C$i+l) ’ ’ ’ (4vl). 
Then. we say that x is cano$ically derived from (S) using control string w = 
zJW§ l ’ J zn $ and write (S~J + X. If C E A -‘, let 
W 
L(G, Cj==(xIx in Z*, (S)Gx and w = Zl$ ’ * * z,$ 
for somle n 3 l,weach ti in C]. 
L(6, G) is called the language generated 5y G with control C 
We shah see that zthe different kinds of full-sweep transducers correspond to 
CG’s satisfying certain properties as, given by the following defi.nition. 
D&&&ion. Let G =(N, I, 3, P, S) i+ a CG: 
ci) @ii &trick~ if 3t has no productions of type l(a). Hence, there is some .,\ . 
’ p&iv; in&g& t)? such that if (S) &$t)* l l (t&k x is a canonica! 
derivation then each & has at most m. intermediate syrkbols. 
’ (2) G is simple if it has no productions of type l(c). Thus, a canonical derivation 
is always of the form (S)% (4) & x, 4 in (I 4k)* 1, x in 2”. 
(3) G is uniporni if kor every type 2 rc:le {Al + ~1, . . . , A, + a,}, Ai = Aj imp& 
that the intermediate symbol in cyi is the same as that in aP 
(4) G is absolutely uniform if for every type 2 rule {A 13 al, . . . ) A, 3 CY~}, 
AI = ,A, implies i = j. 
We use the symbols ‘R’, ‘S’, ‘U’, ‘A’ to indicate that the grammar is restricted, 
simple, uniform, or absolutely uniform. Among the different grammars generated 
are CG, RCG, UCG, ACG, SCG, RSCG, USCG, ASCG, etc. 
Example. Let G = (N, I, 2, P, S), where N = {S, X), I = 11 u&, II = {A), I2 =(B), 
C = 10, 1}, and P consists of the following rules: 
S+A#B#S 
{A+OA,B+BO} 
(A+lA,B+Bl} 
(A+O,B+O} 
{A-,l,B+l} 
G is an ASCG and 
L(G) = tx& l l . x,x!$z ~2: 1, x1 = l l l = xn in Z’). 
If G” is the grammar G with the rule S -9 A # B # S deleted, then G’ is an ARSCG 
and 
I@‘) = {xx R Ix in F). 
No&mtiorn. Let $3 be any of tne above classes of checking grammars and .5? be a 
famiily of languages. Let LANG (92) = (L(G)1 G in 92} and CONTROL (g, 9) = 
&(G, C)l G in %, C in 9}. 
The following proposition shows that controlling the derivations in a CG by a 
regular set does not increase its generative capacity. 
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Proposition 5.1. LANG (3)= CONTROL (?, REG), where REG = family of 
regular sets. 
Proof. Ob- iously, LANG (%?)E CONTROL (99, REG). We now show that 
CONTROL (9, REG) c LANG (%+). 
Let $9 = (N, I, C, P, S) be a CG and A be the set of labels of type 2 rules in P. Let 
CC A’ be a regular set and let G1 = (Nl, A, PI, S,,\ be a right-linear grammar 
(RLG)” such that L(GI)= C. Define a new CG G’ = (N, I’, C, P’, Sj, where I’ = 
1’, u 15, 1: = {[A, X] (A in &, X in Nr} and the rules in P’ are defined as foilox: 
(1) If X + a! is a type 1 rule in P, let X -) Q!’ be a type 1 rule in P’, where cy ’ is 
obtained from cy by replacing every occurrence of an intermediate A by [A, $1. 
(2) If (A1+xl,...,A, ax,} is a rule in P whose label is 1, each xi in Z*, -and 
X + I is a rule in Ply let {[A 1, X] + x1, . . . , [A,, X] + x,} be in P’. 
(3) If {Apa1,...,A, + (u,} is a rule in P whose label is I, each CQ is in 
(~*I~u~~~*),andX-*ZYisaruleinP~,let{[A~,X]~~~,...,[A,,X]~a~}bea 
rule in P’, where cri is obtained from ai by replacing each occurrence of an 
intermedkte Bi by [Bi, Y]. It is clear that L(G’) = L{G, C). (Moreover, G’ is 
simple, restricted, uniform, absolutely unifor,n if G is.) Hence, 
CONTROL (9$ REG)E LANG (93). q 
Let .3? be a full semiAFL. We will show that CONTROL (SCG, Z! = NT (9). 
CONTROL (RSCG, 9) = R-NT (9) = CONTROL (ARSCG, 9) = tiR (2 1, 
CONTROL (VSCG, 9) = OT (9) = GSR (Z), and CONTROL (ASCG, 9) = AT 
(55’) = GHR (2). In the next section we will give machine characterizations of 
CONTROL (CG, 9), CONTRQL (RSCG, 9). ptc. 
We begin wit’n the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. C.ONTROL (SCG, 3’)~ NT (9) for euery ful? semiAFL 9. 
Proof. Le! G = (N, I, C, P, S) be a SCG and A k e the set of labels of type 2 rules in 
P. Let C I A’ be in 9. We will construct a NT M such that M(C) = L(G, C). We 
may assune without loss of generality that a type 2 rule in P of the form {A 1 + 
a19 . . . , An + an) is labeled by the abstract symbol (A 1 + a 1, . . . , A, + a, >. (WC can 
do SO since 3 is a full semiAFL.) Since the type 1 rules of a CG are right-linear, we 
can construct a finite automaton Ml such that 
7’(M1)={A1 # l . - r#Ak(kd, (S&4& a. * # A,) in G}. 
lo G1= @II, A, PI, S1) is a right-linear grammar (RLG) if Ni and A are finite nonempty disjoint set, 
of nontermhals and terminals, respectively, S, in IV1 is the start symbol, and P, is a finite set of rules 0” 
the form X4/, X*IY, or X -* =, where X and k- are nonterminals and 1 is a terminal. If the language 
generated by G, denoted by L(G), does no. ‘+ contain F. there is no rule of the form X + F. RiG’s are a 
grammatical characterization of finite automata [101. 
We briefly describe the opetation of A.4 such that M(C) = L(G, C), Let ,M have 
input #y $, where ’ y is in C E A’. Ii-4 nondeterministically guesses a sequence 
~$1~; , i”y-, &, inJ & B 1) and during the computation, it keeps track of the state “* I 
trar&tion@@$.&~ m&t& op the striiq A 1# 0 l q # &.. At the end of the compu- 
tation, -& i&&s sure that A I+ l l l # Ak is accepted by Mr. For -each Ai (starting 
with i-_.$); &f nondetermir&~ic@ly simu!ates aderivation of some string xi in C* 
from&. $he derivation is .dictatcd by the string 4 y $. Let y = 2112 l : l It, Suppose rii 
is in 11: ,M makes a left-to-right. sweep of the string y and in the process it 
nondeter&nisti&tll.y- picks a right-linear subrule from each 4 and simulates the 
derivation of ni from Ai. If Ai is in 12F A4 simulates the derivation of xi from Ai in 
reverse by making a right-to-left sweep of y and picking a left-linear subrule from 
ewh li’ (starting with j = t). We omit the details of the simulation. However, it 
should be clear that M can be constructed such that M with input +y$ outputs x if 
and only if [S)% X. Hence, N(C) = L(G, C). 
y . 
0 
Controbry SJ. CbNTROL (RSCG, 2’)~ R-NT (9) fo;r every fiaN semi AFL 9. 
Proof. If G in the proof of Lemma 5.1 is a RSCG, then T(M) is a finite set. Thus, 
A& l -- #Ak in T(Mj) implies k it for some fixed bound 1. It follows that 
machine M can be constructed so that it is reversal-bounded:. cl
Turning now to the converse tif Lemma 5.1, we have 
Lemma 5.2,. NT (28’) s CONTROL (SCG, 2) for every fulZ semi AFL 2. 
Proof. Let M = (K, 2, A, 8, qo, $, $, F) be a NT and L E Z* be in 9. We will 
construct aSCG G such that L(C, C) = M(L) for MZZ C in 9. 
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.3. Assume that M is nonstopping. Let a 
be 31 C u (4, $}. For q, p in K, let [q, a, p, 1] and [q, u, p, R] be abstract symbols and 
denote by I(u) the set of all such abstract symbols. Let 
I= u I(a) 
‘ _ 4_.in Z 44. $1 
and define the language 
LI = {[sl, h q2, l][q3, $3 q2, R] l 0 . h-l5 4, qzk-2, R]b-l,6, q2k, l]lk * i, 
41, l . . , q2k in K. q1 == qo, 6(q,k, $) contains Q_I, + 1, E) for some p in F). 
Intuitively, a string of the form [ql, 4, q2, f][q3,$, q2, RI l l . l&--l, 4, q2k-2, RI 
[q2k-1, Q, q2k, 1] in il is an encoding of the states of M while it IS on the end 
markers durinz some computation. See Fig. 1. For example, [qi, 4, qi+l, l] means 
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that A4 is in state qi on ‘4’ and it will move right entering state qi+l on ‘$‘. Clearly, 
L1 E I* is a regular set. Let G1 = (N1, I, PI, SJ be F RLG SW% that L(GI)= L1. 
Since L/I does not contain e, we may assume that the rules irl PI are of the form 
X-A or X +A Y, where X, Y are in Ni and A is in I. Define a SCG G = 
(IV, I, A, 2, S), where N = N1, S = S1, and the productions in P are defined as 
follows* 
(P) For X, Y in N1 and -4 in I, If X -, A (respectively, X --, A Y) is a right-linear 
rule in PI, then let X + A (respectively, X -) A sfi Y) be a type 1 rule in P. 
(2) For Q in C u {t) and b in C u{%), define the following rule with label f(a, 6): 
l!a, 0 {iq, a P, 11 3 x[q’, b, p, l]I[q, a, p, l] is in I(a), x in il* and S(q, a) 
contains (q’, + 1, x)} u {[q, a, p, R] --j [q’, 6, p, R].ul[cl, a, p, R] in 
I(a), x, in A* and S(y’, 6) contains (9, - 1, x)}, 
(3) Also define the following rule with label A : 
Let r’(~, b) be a distinct symbol for each u in C u (Q} and ,5 in C J ($1, and 
C =(l(al, az)l(az, as) l l l l(ak+ ak)A 1 k 2 2, al = 4, a2 - . - ak-1 
in L, ak = 3). 
Since L is in 9 and 9’ is a full semiAFL, C is also in 9. 
Rules in (1) are used to generate from (S) a string of the form ([ql, $, +, 1 j II- 
Lq3,4, q2, RI * s l l f h2k-l, 4, q2k-2, RI * [q2k-I,$, q2k7 II)- where 41 = 40 and 
8(q’& $) contains (p, +l, E) for some p in F. Intermediak symbol:; of the form 
[4i, $9 qi+l9 lj sirnilate the left to right sweeps of M whilie those of the form 
[qi+l, $, qi, R] simulate the right to left sweeps. The simulation is done in paral!el 
using rules in (2). A rule with label l(a, b) is used to imitate, itI paraiit i, the actions 
of M when it is on a left to right sweep and is scanning input ‘a’ with a symbol ‘b’ to 
its right and ‘J hen it is on a right to left sweep a?d is scanning ‘b’ with symbol ‘u’ to 
its left. Thus, control word l(al, a2) . - - [(c&-l, a& corresponds to inpr!+ string 
aI l l l arc, where aI = 4 and ak = $. The rule (with label A ) in (3) is only used wht:n 
the simulation is successful, i.e., 
# [q2k-1, b, q2k, 11) 
From the preceding discussion it should. be clear that L(G, C) = M(L). C! 
C$mbi&g Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 gives the following grammatical characterization 
(jt jqy($). _ tJ ’ 
. . . 
‘.. AL i _ ’ 
Tl&&& 5.l. CONTROL (SC-O, 2) = NT (3’) for every fulZ se&AFL % 
We now proceed to show that CONTROL (USCG, 9) = OT (9). Since OT 
(a= GSR 0 0’h eotem 4.i) it is Sufficient to prove that GST (Z’)= 
CONTROL (USCG, 9). 
Lerslmr 5.% GSR (9)~ CONTROL (USCG, 9) for every full se&AFL 3. 
hadI. Let L = H(Ll, Lz) for some regular set L1 E r”, Lz in 3’ and set H of finite 
substitutions, H = (hz 12 in s). For every 2 in r, let [Z, I] and [Z, R] be distinct 
symbols and let I be the set of all such’symbols. Let 
Clearly, Li is a regular set. Let G1 = (NI, I, PI, S1) be a RLG such that L(Gl) = Li. 
We will construct aUSCG G such that L(G, C)= H(LI, Lz) for some C in 9’. 
Let 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Note 
G = (Nr, I, A, P, S,?, where P is defined as follows: 
For X, Y in Ml and A in I, if X + A (respectively, X + A Y) is a right-linear 
rule in Pi, then let X + A (respectively, X + A # Y) be a type I rule in P. 
For each a in C, define the following rule with label a: 
a:~[Z,l]-*x[Z,l]~Zin~,xinh~(a)}u([Z,R]~[Z,R]~~Zin~, 
x in h&Q} 
Also define the following rule with label h : 
h: ([Z, lj+E 1.Z in nu{[Z, R]+e 1% in17 
that since G is uniform and simple there is only one control word per 
derivation. Let C = {al l 9 l a,& 1 n 2 0, al l l l an in Lz}. Then c is in 9 and 
L(G, C) = H(L1, Lz). Cl 
CoroIIfary 5.2. GkR (3’)~ CONTROL (ASCG, 3’) for every full semi AFL 9. 
Proof. If L is in GHR (Z’), thc.n L = H(LI, L2) where H is a set of homomorphisir,., 
instead of finite substitutions. Then the SCG constructed in the proof of Lemma 5.3 
will be absolutely uniform. 0 
5.3. R-NT (2) c ICONTROL (ARSCG, .2?) for every full semi AFL 2 
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Proof. From Theorem 4.1, R-NT (9) = HR (9). If L is in HK /Z’), then L = 
fi!(L~,Lz) where L1 k finite and H .s a set of homomorphisms. Then L’, in the 
!?roof of Lemma 5.3 is finite, and the grammar G can be co:lstructed to be an 
“~RSCC;. 0 
The next theorem characterizes R-NT (9) in terms of CONTROL (RSCG, 9’). 
I’heorem 5;2. CONTROL (RSCG, 9) = R-NT (9) = CONTROL (ARSCG. 9) = 
HR (9) fk~ evepI full semiAFL 9. 
Proof. This follows from Corollaries 5.1 and 5.3 and Theorem 4.1. 0 
We now prove the converse of Lemma 5.3. 
Lemma 5.4. CONTROL (UXXJ, 9)1 GSR (9) for every full semi .4FL 9. 
Proof. Let G = (N, I, C, I’, S) be a USCG and A be the set of labels of type 2 rules 
in P. Let C z A’ be a language in 9. We will show il~i L(G, C) is in GSR (9). 
Sillce G is a USCG, every type 2 rule in P of the form iZ4 1 -+ aI, . . . , A, + a,} has 
th; property that if -4i =Aj, then the intermediate symbol in ai is the same as that 
in ah 
For 1 s m s 111 and distinct Z1, . . . , Z,,, i;a I, let t = [Z,, . . . , Z,,,] be an abstract 
symbol. We will construct a language L(t) ig GSR (9’) such that L(G, C) = UI L(t). 
B:c Proposition 4.2, L(G, C) would be in GSR (9). 
Suppose t=&...,ZJ is an abstract symbol. Let Y1 and Y2 be two NW 
symbols not in I = II j I,Z and g be a h~mon~~~rphism :>,n IL t i. ;‘, , Y2} defined by: 
g(A)=A for each A in I and g(Y1)=g(Y,)=&. Let L~={&~~%,,/rz~l, 
I31 l l l B2” in {Xl ,..., Zm,Y1,Yqi+, B*i-* in Ilu{Y1}, l32, in I;!LI{Yz}, 
gU% 0 l l B2n)=A1 l l l &, eat , (1 ~j 6 m) occurs at least once in A 1 . * - Ak, 
(S);(Ad . l # Ak) in G}. (Thus, any string in L1 has the property that symbols 
from II t-i { Yt) and I2 u { YZ} alternate.) Clearly, L1 is a regular set. We now 
construct ‘_m a -transducer” A4 which when giten a control word II - - - I,, in C 
outputs (in coded form) all possible strings that can be generated from the intcr- 
mediate z,ymbols 21, . . . , Z,.,, using the type 2 rules labeled jl. . . . , II,. Let d = 
maximurr: number of subrules in a type 2 rule and r = max {ia I] A -+ a~ is a subrule of 
a type 2 rule). Let M = (K, .A, I’, 6, qo, cf}), where K = (qo} ~1 {[I, A 1. . . . 3 Al I/ 1 in 
” An a-,ransducer is a 6-tuple A4 = (K. ~1, r, 8, q,,. F). u:here K, _I, f. snd F are finite nc~ncm!~t~ wt\ 
cf states, input alphabet, output alphabet, and accepting states, .ecp:cti\eiy. Li,, in K ih the 4t‘:l.t st,rtc, 
and S is a mapping from K x(A u{F]) into the finite subsets of K x I‘“. For s in A”. let Al(.u 1 i-w the 5~:’ 
of .a11 strings y in r* with the property that there exist x1, . , xk 11 (9 u{t-}), vi, . \‘k ln 1 x anti 
419 * ..,~ki~Ksluchthatx=xl’..,~k,y=yi... .\l’k, qk is in F, and ci(q,, x, . 1) cc!ntdln\ ((1, . I. \‘, & I) l’tpr 
Oai~k-1. (For i=O, q, is the start state q,,.) Ft>r ea:h I.cS”, let M(f )--!. jrlr,, II(t) Ihc I’llnc,tlon 
M is called an a-transducer mapping. 
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A, each Ai in I (nut necessarily distinct)} u (f), 
The mapping 6 is defined as follows (A 1, . . . , A, are in I, d and 1’ are labels of tgpe 
2 rules in P)I 
(1) 6(qo, I) contains ([!, &, . . . , &], E) if 2 is the label of a type 2 rule (AK + 
,...PAR-*a,)and(Z1,....,Z,}r{A~,...,A,}. 
(2) i;rl, A 1, . . . , A,,,], I’) contains ([I’, Bl, . . . , B,], (1, X1)(2, X2) l 9 l (m, X,,)p 
if for each 1 s i s m, either (a) Ai and Bi are in II and Xi = {X IAi + XBi is 3 
subruie Df the rule labeled 4) is not empty or (b) Ai and Bi are in 12 and 
Xi = [x 1 Ai -+ B,x is a subrule of the rule labeled I} is not empty, 
(3) S([l, Al, . . .p A,], E) contains If, (1, X1)(2, X2) * l l (m, X,)) if for each 16 
i 6 m, Xs = {x IAi + x is a subrule of the rule labeled I} is not empty. 
Let Lz = M(C). (Recall that C E A’.) Then L2 is in 9 since a full semiAFL is . 
closed under a-transducer mappings [2,3]. Now define the substitutions: 
kY,, hi, hi?,, l l l 9 itz, as follows: hly,(G, X))= hy,((j, Xj)= ie} and for 1s i s m, let 
ifi=j, 
h&j, X>) = 
if i # j. 
Let L(t)= H(L1, Lz), where H ={hy,, hy2, hz,,. . . , hzm}. (Note that by definition, 
H(LI, Lz)= H(L1, L2, {lR}?) This is the reason for introducing the symbols Yl 
and Yz and homomorphisms hyl and hy,.) Clearly, L(G, C) = UI L(t). 0 
amllary 5.4. CGNTRGL (ASCG, 5’)~ GHR(9) for every fulZ semi AFL 9. 
Proof. If G in the proof of Lemma 5.4 is absolutely uniform, then the substitutions 
hz,, . . . , h% become hoaomorphisms. I23 
From Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, Corollaries 5.2 and 5.4, and Theorem 4.2, we have the 
following characterizations of the cibrsses QT (9) and AT (9’). 
TI~e~ena 5.3. LRt ZZ’I?e n full semiAFL. Then 
(a) CONTROL @.JSCG, 2) = GSR (9) = OT (Z’), 
(b! CWTROL (ASCG, 9) = GHR (9) = AT (9). 
6. Cka of CQNTRQL Q%F, A?) for S = CG, PCG, UCG, ACG 
IUoWon. For a family of langrwages 9, let CLOSIJRE (9) be the &sure of .9 
under the operations of union, concatenation, and *?* Let ATL (+Z!?) be the least fu3i 
AFL containing 9. 
I2 For a set of strings L, t* = (Jr0 Li. 
Two-way sequenh2i fransducfions 
The following theorem gives the connection between CG a:ld SCG, RCG and 
RSCG, etc. 
Theorem 6.1. Let (V&, 3,) be in ((CG. SCG), (RCG, RSCG), (UCG, USCG), 
(CCG, ASCG)) and .iX Ibe a full semiAFL. Then CONTROL (%:, 3) - CLOSURE 
(C:ONTRci~~ (&, 2)). 
Proof. One easily verifies th;;t CONTROL (%,, 2) is closed under the operations 
elf union, concatenation and *. (The proof uses the fact that a full semiAFL is closed 
under union.) Thus, CLOSURE (CONTROL (&,9))c_ CONTROL (%,, 2). We 
now show the reverse inclusion. We shall only treat the case (CG, SCG). The other 
cases follow similarly. 
Let G = (IV, I, 2, P, S) be a CG and C be in 2. Let $ be a symbol not in IV. For V, 
W in N (not necessarily distinct), let [V, W] and [V, $1 be distinct symbols. Let 
~w,wI=UG~OV~~ for SCG G~.wI=(N,I,ZP~Y~, v>, 
where 
P[\,WJ = ix +xYinYIX, Y inN,x in(1#)+} 
4X--+ ylx -+ y)(W in P for some X in N and y in (I # )“I}. 
Let 
where 
Prv,s..=:R-{X+y)(Yin PIX, Y in N, y in (1 #)*I). 
Now, define the regular set L’= {[Z,, Z2][Z2, 731 . - - [Zn, $1 (n 2 1, Z!. . . . , Z, 
in N, 21 = LC}. Clea:l: 
Since L’ is a regular set, L’ can be obtain :d from the subsets of 
{[V, W], [\J; $]I V, W in N) by a finite number of applkations of union, concatena- 
tion and ::t. It follows that L(G, C) can be obtained from the sets LI~,,~/I ~qd LI ~.sl 
by a finite number of apphcations of union, concaten%ion and *. Mence, h_~ 43, C) is 
in CLOSl?RE (CONTROL (SCG, Z)), 0 
We can’ also give machine characterizations of CON-; ROL (9, J?) for 3 = CC. 
iztc., by generalizing the model of a NT slightly to ok tsin what we shall call a 
segmented NT @NT). A SNT is a two-way no.~determin~istic sequential transducer 
restricted to inputs of ‘the form $x1$+x2$ - l - t$xk$, when.: k = 1 ‘and x1, . . . , AI are 
in C*. Fkvtxsals can only be made on symbols ‘$’ and ‘t5’. Moreover, when the 
i&utkhe&d le+v,q.$e riiht ,end of the input segment $x&it can no longer enter this 
gegn&ent -again. The specification of 8 SNT is just like that of a ANT, i.e., it is an 
g-tupIe M= (K X, A, 4 40, $, & F), where K, 2, 4, 6, 40, & $, F are as before. If 
E G C* *we write I 
. ‘M(L) = u j M(@3P&$ l * l QXk$)* 
ks1.q inL 
SDT, SOT, SAT, are defined similarly. M is finite-reversal ‘ii there is an integer k 
such that A4 makes at most k reversals on each segment &$. The notation 
SNT (ZZ), SDT (Z’), R-SNT (9), etc., have the obvious meaning. 
Oke may also generalize aL-based WA by segmenting the working tape. Thus, a 
L-based SNA has a working tape of the form 4!yr$Cyz$ l l 9 byk$ for some k a 1 agd 
Y1 , . . . , yt.! in L. We wile use the notation SNA (Z), SDA (Z!?), R-SNA (9)) etc., for 
the generalized classes 
The next theorem is the 9ransducer” analog of Theorem 6.1, 
Theorem 6.2. Let &, 92) be in {(SNT, NT), (SDT, DT), (SOT, OT), (SAT, AT), 
(R-SNT, R-NT)} and 3 be a ful! semi AFL. ?%en J&(Z’) = CLOSURE (B&Z)). 
P-f. By using standard techniques, we can easily show that 9@?) is closed under 
the r,perations of union, concatenation, *, intersection with regular sets, and 
homomorphism. Thus, CLOSURE (943’))~ 9&F). To show the reverse 
inclusion, consider a SNT iW = tKP C, A, S, 40, $, $, F) and L in 9. For states p and 4 
in K (not necessarily distinct), let [p, s] be a distinct symbol and define the 
language LfP.ql = (y ly in A”, M when started in state p on the left end of some input 
4x$, x in L, eventually falls off the right end of 4x$ in state 4 after proclucing output 
YI. Clearly, &P.~J = oh&) for NT -fh~ = W, C, A, 6, p, 4, $, {q}h Define the 
regular set. 
L’ = &II, q2lkI2, q31 l l l km, &+I] In 2 1,91, . . . , q,+l in K ql = 40, q,+l in F}. 
It follows that M(L) is in CLOSURE(NT (3’)). Thus, SNT (3’)~ CLOSURE 
(NT (9))* The proof for the other Icases i similar. 
C~oIIary 6.i. Let (sl, a2) be in ((SNA, NA), (SDA, DA), (R-SNA, R-NA)) anti 
9 be Q fuZ6 semiAFT. Th& BQ?) = CLOSURE (B&Y?)) = AFL (9&Z)). ’ 
Proof. Same as that of Theorem 6.2. In addition, it is easy to see that 93&Z) is 
‘closed under invers’e homomorphism. q * 
Theorem 6.3.&r every full semi AFL .Y, we klve 
0 a 
w 
id 
CONTRO’L (CG, 2’) = SNT (2) = SNA (t-c” :a.s c fd AFL, 
CDNTROL (RCG, 9) = R-SNT (2’) = R -SNA (Y) = SDT (Y) = 
CLOSURE (HR (9)) is a fulZ AFL, 
Csi’JTROL (UkG, 2) = SOT (2) = CLOSURE (GSii: (Y’)) is closed under the 
operations of union, concatenation, *, intersection Wh regular sets and 
homomorphism. 
(a CONTROL (ACG, 2) = SAT (2) = CLOSURE (GHR (9’)) is closed under 
thle operatios.vi of union, concatenation, *, intersection with regular sets and 
homomorphism. 
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From Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, Corollary 6. I, and the results of ‘the previous 
sections we have the following theorem. 
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